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3-Bed New Development Apartment in San Antonio, Ibiza €376.100

Development consisting of 39 apartments in a quiet residential part of San Antonio.

Besides being on the west side of the island and close to the island’s most beautiful beaches

– as an investment, you’re looking at a projected yearly return of 6-7%.

The apartments have 3 bedrooms and 2 bedrooms, and all of them offer either terrace,

private garden or rooftop, so you don’t have to worry about the outdoor space.

In the apartment, there is an open-plan kitchen equipped with top-notch Bosch appliances.

Living-dining areas are spacious, seamlessly connecting to the terrace, providing a cozy

touch of not secluding anyone who’s preparing dinners for the friends who gather there.

Bathrooms are modern, and the air conditioning system keeps the space comfortable

through all seasons.

There is also a nicely sized community pool to cool off during hot summer days and a beautiful green garden filled with plants and hammocks

among the trees. Despite the peaceful and private setting of the development, everything’s within reach. You’re 25 minutes away from Ibiza Airport

and Ibiza Town, 15 minutes from Sant Josep and Cala…

Price: €376.100
Property taxes estimate: €0

Property ID: DV1030-1

Bedrooms: 3

Bathrooms: 2

Interior Size: 84.65m2
Plot Size: N/A

Terrace Size: 6.36m2

Location: Sant

Antoni
de

Portmany
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Sant Antoni de Portmany ,
Sant Antoni de Portmany
Where it used to have quite a bad reputation, nowadays after major

works on the harbour, it is becoming a popular port for sailingsport

fanatics. There is a good amount of nice restaurants open all-year-

round.

Location

Long Term Rental Estimate (Annual)

Short Term Rental Estimate (Weekly or Monthly)

Community Cost (Monthly)

Maintenance Pool and/or Garden (Monthly)
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